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Abstract

Objectives: To investigate the long-term effects of prenatal treatment of congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH) with emphasis on behavioural problems and temperament.

Design: A population-based long-term follow-up study of Swedish children at risk for virilising CAH, who had received treatment prenatally with dexamethasone (DEX). The questionnaire-based follow-up was performed when the children had reached school age.

Methods: Standardised parent-completed questionnaires were used to evaluate adaptive functioning, behavioural/emotional problems and psychopathology, social anxiety and temperament in DEX-exposed school-aged children (n=26) and matched controls (n=35). In addition, the association between parental questionnaires and children’s self-ratings was investigated.

Results: There were no statistically significant differences between DEX-exposed children and controls in measures of psychopathology, behavioural problems and adaptive functioning. In a questionnaire on temperamental traits, DEX-exposed children were described by their parents as being more sociable than controls (P=0.042). The correlation analysis showed only modest parent–child agreement on social anxiety, i.e. the increased social anxiety in children’s self-ratings was not confirmed by their parents.

Conclusions: DEX-treated children showed good overall adjustment. The parent–child agreement with respect to social anxiety was modest, highlighting the importance of multiple information sources and assessment methods. The clinical significance of the observed difference in sociability cannot be determined within the frameworks of this study. Additional studies of larger cohorts are essential to make more decisive conclusions on the safety of the treatment. Until then, it is important that parents are thoroughly informed about the benefits and potential risks and uncertainties of this controversial treatment.
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Introduction

The clinical symptoms of 21-hydroxylase deficiency range from mild disease (non-classical congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH)) presenting in women during adolescence or later due to signs of hirsutism or infertility to more severe prenatally virilising forms with or without salt loss (simple virilising CAH, SV and salt-wasting CAH, SW respectively). The newborn girl with virilising CAH (SV or SW) can, in the most severe cases, be mistaken for a boy due to a persistent urogenital sinus, labioscrotal fusion and clitoromegaly, leading to a traumatising experience for the family. There is a general agreement that these malformations can be reduced or prevented by prenatal treatment with the synthetic glucocorticoid (GC) dexamethasone (DEX) and, consequently, reconstructive surgery can be avoided (1–3). To be fully effective the DEX treatment has to be started in the sixth to seventh postmenstrual week and continued until the results of the prenatal diagnosis by means of a chorionic villous biopsy are available. This means that seven out of eight foetuses (boys and unaffected girls) are treated unnecessarily during early gestation. Girls with CAH are treated until term. Treatment safety has been reported to be acceptable, at least in the short-term perspective, based on findings of normal pre- and postnatal growth (1, 4–6), and the side effects that have been reported do not appear to follow a particular pattern (4, 6–8). Thus, the current short-term follow-up studies on humans suggest that DEX treatment does not have major teratogenic effects.

Nevertheless, long-term effects are just starting to be addressed due to the fact that the oldest children treated are now reaching early adulthood. Results from experimental animal models have also raised concerns
regarding the impact of the treatment on foetal programming and the possible effects on future metabolic and cognitive functions in adult life (9–11). In human foetal development, many limbic and cortical brain structures as well as neural layers develop during early gestation, i.e. before the results of chorionic villous sampling are available (12). For the CAH-affected girls, possible negative consequences, if minor, may be balanced against positive effects of preventing virilisation of external genitalia. Nevertheless, only one out of eight treated children is a CAH-affected girl. Even with early foetal sex typing, using PCR amplification of cell-free foetal DNA in maternal blood, performed during the first trimester (13–15), the ethical dilemma remains that healthy foetuses (seven out of eight versus three out of eight) will be treated for a short period of time for the sake of benefit of others.

Experimental data from animals exposed to prenatal corticosteroids have shown adverse effects on somatic development and cognitive functions, as well as behaviour. In rats, a range of adverse effects has been observed upon prenatal GC treatment: low birth weight and hypertension (16), decreased size of the hippocampus and affected short-term memory (9) and alterations in structural brain development as well as in different neurotransmitter systems (17–19). Behavioural inhibition has also been observed in rats exposed to DEX during the entire gestational period or during late gestation (20). However, animal experiments aimed at identifying possible risks with prenatal GC treatment have primarily been designed to mimic the treatment used to reduce the risk of respiratory distress syndrome in preterm infants, and GCs have thus been given in late gestation. Nonetheless, these studies may be relevant in the view of the fact that the developmental timetable of the foetus differs significantly in rats and humans and many areas of the brain that develop in the rat from mid- to late gestation are formed in humans during the first trimester of pregnancy (12). Rodent and primates differ in GC receptor distribution in the brain and the corticosensitivity (21–23). In addition, in rhesus monkeys, damage on hippocampal neurons has been observed after prenatal DEX exposure in late pregnancy (24). There is sparse clinical evidence pertaining to the effects of low-dose prenatal DEX treatment as used in CAH. It should be noted that behavioural effects, including cognition, are not necessarily mediated by structural changes in the brain, since GCs are essential for the modulation of behavioural adaptation during acute stress and regulate arousal, alertness and cognition (25–26). Prenatal administration of DEX to African vervet monkeys was associated with metabolic effects as well as an exaggerated cortisol response to mild stress (27).

Few follow-up studies on the developmental outcome of DEX-exposed children have been conducted and only one, performed by our group, has been based on direct assessments of the treated children (28). A pilot study, designed as a postal maternal questionnaire survey and comprising 26 long- and short-term-treated pre-school children (mean age = 2.5 ± 1.3 years), suggested that DEX-exposed children showed more shyness, greater emotionality, less sociability and more internalising problems (29). A questionnaire study conducted by the same researchers on a larger sample (30) focused on parent-reported cognitive and motor development and did not detect any significant differences. In the case of pre-school children, general developmental scales were completed by the parents while school scale data from the Child Behaviour Check List (CBCL) were available for the children aged 6–12. Data on the children’s temperament or behavioural problems were not presented.

We have previously reported results from direct neuropsychological assessments and self-rating questionnaires of school-age children and adolescents treated with DEX (28). No differences in major cognitive measures such as IQ, learning and long-term memory were found. However, prenatal DEX treatment was associated with negative effects on the verbal working memory and children’s perceptions of their scholastic competence and social anxiety. These effects were observed in short-term-treated, CAH-unaffected children, compared with healthy controls. The CAH-affected children, treated with hydrocortisone postnatally, did not differ significantly from the controls, probably due to the small group size.

In the present study, the long-term emotional and behavioural development were assessed by parental questionnaires. As this is the first study assessing parent-rated temperament, behavioural problems and psychopathology in school-aged DEX-treated children and adolescents, the design was explorative with a broad range of investigated variables. Measures of general psychopathology and adaptive functioning were included. Based on previous results in pre-school children (29), we also investigated the prevalence of shyness, social anxiety and inhibition.

**Methods**

**Study subjects**

In Sweden, mothers who have given birth to a child with a severe form of CAH (as determined by CYP21 genotype) are offered DEX-treatment (at a dose of 20 μg/kg per day in three divided doses based on pre-pregnancy weight and a maximum of 1.5 mg daily) following pregnancies in order to prevent prenatal virilisation of affected female foetuses. During the years 1985–1995, 40 foetuses at risk of being affected with a severe form of CAH were treated with DEX from gestational weeks 6–7 (6). In this retrospective study, families with a DEX-treated child were contacted by letter. None of the families had been involved initially within the framework of a clinical study. The final cohort comprised 26 children (12 boys, 14 girls; refusal rate 35%) between 7 and 17 years of age (mean ±
s.d., 10.95 ± 2.33 years). Based on the results of a mutation analysis performed on DNA from chorionic villous biopsies sampled at week 10–12, treatment was either continued to term (four CAH-affected females) or stopped at the end of the first trimester (seven unaffected boys, ten unaffected girls and five CAH-affected boys). In order to investigate whether the group of children and families that participated in the study differed from the group that refused participation, a short-structured interview was given to the paediatrician responsible for the clinical follow-up of the older CAH-affected sibling. The groups did not differ with regard to psychosocial problems in the family. Furthermore, the group that participated in the study did not differ from the group that refused to participate with respect to maternal side effects induced by DEX and the maternal attitude to future treatment, as assessed by maternal questionnaires.

Two control groups were recruited. First, siblings to children treated with growth hormone (with psychosocial prerequisites presumed to be similar to those of the study group, i.e. an older sibling with a chronic illness) were included: 10 (four boys and six girls)/28 children (refusal rate 64%) between 7 and 12.5 years of age (9.94 ± 2.02). Secondly, in order to create a large enough control group, the Swedish National Registry was used to randomly recruit 25 children matched for age and sex (11 boys and 14 girls, refusal rate 69%) between 7 and 17 years of age (10.55 ± 2.46).

Among the DEX-treated children, 54% lived in cities in comparison with 97% of the controls (χ² P < 0.001). There were no significant differences in parental socio-economic status (SES) as estimated by the parental educational level (χ² P < 0.162) between the two groups. Moreover, the treated versus non-treated children were comparable regarding birth length (P = 0.234), birth weight (P = 0.704) and gestational length (P = 0.942).

**Study design**

Parental questionnaires were administered in a standardised manner and were completed during a visit to the clinical psychologist. Consequently, the parents had the opportunity to request clarification of the items as recommended in the manual for the CBCL (31). The results of the parental questionnaires were compared with the previously published results of the children’s self-rating questionnaire (28). Parents and children completed the questionnaires independently of each other, and without any influence of the clinical psychologist. All families gave their written informed consent, and the study was approved by the Regional Ethics Committee of Stockholm.

**Instruments**

**Behavioural problems/psychopathology** The CBCL for ages 4–18 (CBCL/4–18) (31) is a frequently used 113-item child psychiatric screening instrument. It provides broadband (internalising and externalising) and narrowband (withdrawn, somatic complaints, anxious/depressed, social problems, thought problems, attention problems, delinquent behaviour and aggressive behaviour) scales. One-week test–retest reliabilities for the internalising, externalising and total problem scales ranged from 0.89 to 0.93, and Cronbach’s α (i.e. the internal consistency) ranged from 0.89 to 0.96. The Social Phobia and Anxiety Inventory for Children (SPAI-C) (32) was initially developed as a 26-item self-report measure of cognitive, physiological and behavioural symptoms of social phobia according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) (33). Using factor analysis, both three- and five-factor solutions have been identified (32, 34). The SPAI-C has demonstrated a good 2-week test–retest reliability (r = 0.86) and internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = 0.95; Beidel et al. 1995). A confirmatory factor analysis of SPAI-C, designed as a parental questionnaire (SPAI-C-P, SPAI-C – Parent Report) (35), supported the three-factor model over the five-factor model. The three factors are 1) assertiveness/general conversation; 2) traditional social encounters and 3) public performance. The overall Cronbach’s α for SPAI-C-P was 0.93, and the scale demonstrated both concurrent and discriminant validity (35).

**Competence profile/adaptive functioning** The CBCL total competence score was used to measure adaptive functioning. The total competence score is the sum of the raw scale scores obtained from three subscales: 1) activities scale – the number, amount and quality of the child’s participation in the various activities; 2) social scale – participation in organisations, the number of both close friends and weekly contacts with them, how well the child gets along with others as well as how well the child plays and works alone and 3) school scale – performance in academic subjects, receipt of special remedial services and school problems. The internal consistency of the total competence scale ranged from 0.57 to 0.64, and the 1-week test–retest reliability was 0.87 (31).

**Temperament** The Emotionality–Activity–Sociability–Shyness Temperament Survey for Children (EAS) (36) was used to assess the children’s temperament. The questionnaire describes four dimensions of temperament that are measured by subscales: 1) emotionality – the tendency to become aroused easily and intensely; 2) activity – preferred levels of activity and speed of action; 3) shyness – the tendency to be inhibited and awkward in new social situations and 4) sociability – the tendency to prefer the presence of others to being alone. Cronbach’s α for the first three scales averaged 0.83 and the 1-week test–retest reliability ranged between 0.58 and 0.80. The sociability scale had not yet been subjected to all psychometric tests (36).
Statistical analysis

Similar results were obtained for the two control groups on all measures and therefore data for the two groups were combined. Most of the variables were positively skewed (i.e. many low ratings) and especially ratings on the CBCL scales were radically skewed. Therefore, non-parametric statistics was applied for between-group comparisons. The DEX-treated group consisted both of CAH-affected and CAH-affected children, and CAH-affected patients. DEX-exposed children were compared with unexposed children using the Mann–Whitney U test. However, statistically significant findings were re-evaluated using the Kruskall–Wallis test for comparisons of three groups: DEX-treated CAH-affected children, DEX-treated CAH-affected children, and controls in the DEX-treated CAH-affected group, both full-term-treated and short-term-treated CAH-affected boys were included (i.e. all children that had received GC both pre- and postnatally), thus enabling comparison of CAH-unaffected children with controls while excluding the influence of postnatal GC treatment.

The effect size for between-group differences was calculated for the Mann–Whitney U statistic using the method described by Newcombe, 2006 (37, 38). This relative effect size statistic, $\theta$, can be regarded as expressing the degree of separation between two frequency distributions. The statistic $\theta$ is analogous to the standardised difference obtained for normally distributed data by dividing the difference of the means by the pooled standard deviation (37, 38).

In order to examine the parent–child agreement on measures of social anxiety, we correlated the different measures with each other. Although Kendall’s $\tau$ coefficient may be chosen for non-normal data, this may be necessary only at quite extreme levels, which was not the case with regard to the measures of social anxiety. Pearson’s correlation coefficient is generally used for analysis of raw data and was chosen in this study (39 p. 288). The results of children’s self-ratings have been reported previously (28).

The study is explorative and includes many statistical comparisons. A Bonferroni correction across all outcome variables would, however, lead to a significant loss of power in small groups such as those presented here, which means that the risk of type II errors would increase considerably. Therefore, uncorrected $P$ values are reported. Although only negative effects, if any at all, were expected for the treated children, two-tailed statistical tests were chosen in order to reduce the risk of type I errors. The $\alpha$ level was set to $P=0.05$.

Results

Behaviour problems/psychopathology

No significant differences between DEX-treated children and the control group were observed with respect to parental ratings of behavioural problems or psychopathology using the eight CBCL syndrome scales (data not shown). The CBCL data are summarised on the level of the two broad groupings of syndromes, i.e. internalising and externalising problems, as well as the total problem score (Table 1). None of the three factors of the SPAI-C-P report demonstrated any differences between the DEX-exposed children and the control group (Table 1).

Table 1 Results of the parent-completed questionnaires: Child Behaviour Check List (CBCL), Social Phobia and Anxiety Inventory for Children–Parental Ratings (SPAI-C-P) and Emotionality–Activity–Sociability–Shyness Temperament Survey for Children (EAS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DEX-treated group ($n=26$)</th>
<th>Control group ($n=35$)</th>
<th>Mann–Whitney $U$ test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBCL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total competence scale</td>
<td>16.16 (7.50–25.12)</td>
<td>17.75 (11.73–23.83)</td>
<td>$U=348, P=0.119$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internalising problems</td>
<td>4.00 (0–17)</td>
<td>5.00 (0–25)</td>
<td>$U=387, P=0.319$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Externalising problems</td>
<td>4.50 (0–34)</td>
<td>5.00 (0–21)</td>
<td>$U=446, P=0.895$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total problems</td>
<td>17.00 (0–64)</td>
<td>17.00 (2–75)</td>
<td>$U=447, P=0.907$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAI-C-P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assertiveness/general conversation</td>
<td>3.50 (0–16)</td>
<td>5.00 (0–9)</td>
<td>$U=386, P=0.315$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional social encounters</td>
<td>0.00 (0–9)</td>
<td>1.00 (0–4)</td>
<td>$U=396, P=0.356$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public performance</td>
<td>3.00 (0–14)</td>
<td>2.00 (0–10)</td>
<td>$U=425, P=0.658$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6.00 (0–42)</td>
<td>8.00 (0–23)</td>
<td>$U=379, P=0.266$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAS Temperament Survey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>3.40 (2.20–5)</td>
<td>3.60 (1.80–4.80)</td>
<td>$U=440.50, P=0.831$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shyness</td>
<td>1.60 (1–3.80)</td>
<td>2.00 (1–4.20)</td>
<td>$U=350, P=0.124$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotionality</td>
<td>2.70 (1.80–4.80)</td>
<td>2.80 (1.20–5)</td>
<td>$U=451.50, P=0.959$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociability</td>
<td>4.00 (2.60–4.80)</td>
<td>3.60 (2–5)</td>
<td>$U=317, P=0.042^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*On the EAS Temperament Survey DEX-exposed children were found to be more sociable ($P=0.042$) but in the Kruskall–Wallis test with the three groups (CAH-affected, CAH-unaffected and controls), this difference was no longer significant ($P=0.057$). The items on the EAS Sociability scale pertain to: likes to be with other people/prefers playing with others rather than alone/finds people more stimulating than anything else/something of a loner (reversed item)/when alone, feels isolated.
**Competence profile/adaptive functioning**

The DEX-exposed children and the controls got comparable results in the parental ratings on the CBCL total competence scale (Table 1).

**Temperament**

While results were comparable for the two groups on most EAS subscales (Table 1), parents reported that the DEX-exposed children were more sociable than controls ($P = 0.042$) on the EAS sociability scale. The difference between the groups had an effect size $\theta = 0.55$. A further comparison of the CAH-affected, CAH-unaffected and control cases using the Kruskall–Wallis test no longer showed significant differences between the groups ($P = 0.057$).

**Parent–children agreement on social anxiety**

The correlation was strong between the two parental questionnaires, EAS–Shyness assessing shyness as a temperamental trait and SPAI-C-P assessing social anxiety according to DSM-IV. The children’s self-rating on social anxiety, Social Anxiety Scale for Children-Revised, was moderately correlated with SPAI-C-P and did not correlate at all with EAS–Shyness. The results of the correlation analysis are summarised in Table 2.

**Discussion**

We conducted a retrospective population-based long-term follow-up study of prenatal DEX treatment of children at risk for CAH, based on parental ratings of the children’s temperament and adaptive functioning, as well as occurrences of behavioural problems and psychopathology. Good parent-rated overall adjustment was expected in this study, as we had previously observed normal psychometric intelligence, learning and long-term memory, as well as normal parent-rated school performance in the current cohort (28). Accordingly, no differences in parental ratings of behavioural problems/psychopathology and adaptive functioning were observed between treated and non-treated children.

A comparison of results on CBCL in the current study with a large Swedish epidemiological study (40) and the non-referred children’s norms in the American CBCL manual (31) showed that both DEX-exposed and control children obtain normal scores. The same was observed when our results from parental questionnaires (CBCL and SPAI-C-P) were compared with those of Higa et al. (35), showing that the results for both the DEX-treated group and the controls were very similar to those of normal school-age children. Taken together, the parental ratings of behavioural problems in the current study showed normal results for both the DEX-treated children and controls.

Thus, our results do not confirm those of Trautman et al. (29) which indicated more internalising problems, shyness and emotionality, as well as less sociability, in DEX-treated pre-school children, as measured by parental questionnaires. On the contrary, we found that DEX-exposed children were rated by their parents as more sociable than controls. However, when comparing the three groups (CAH-affected, CAH-unaffected and controls), this difference was no longer significant, probably due to small group sizes. The results on other subscales of the EAS temperament survey were comparable across the groups. Sociability is defined as the tendency to prefer the presence of others to being alone and should not be equated with ‘non-shyness’ since shyness refers mainly to behaviour with strangers, i.e., the tendency to be inhibited and awkward in new social situations (36). Most shy children do not experience tension and distress with persons they know well and shyness, but not sociability, is associated with an increased risk of later development of anxiety disorders (41).

The finding of a single significant result among all the non-significant results may raise the question of a possible type I error (i.e., rejecting a true null hypothesis). On the other hand, this finding had an effect size of $\theta = 0.55$, indicating a difference that corresponds to half a standard deviation between the two distributions. However, we must consider whether the difference in sociability is due to the DEX treatment per se or if it is an expression for a coping strategy among siblings to children with a chronic disorder i.e. a way of seeking attention from the parents.

The observed similarities between the treated children and controls in parental ratings of social anxiety stand in contrast to differences in the children’s self-ratings. We have previously reported that prenatal DEX treatment was associated with increased self-reported social anxiety (28). Parental ratings did not confirm this finding. However, previous studies on cross-informant agreement show that parent–child agreement is only modest (42). Given that parents and children may focus on different aspects of child psychopathology (43), neither parent’s reports nor children’s self-ratings should be regarded as invalid or incorrect. Instead, multi-source assessment procedures are recommended (35, 42, 43).

---

**Table 2** Correlation matrix of measures of social anxiety and shyness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SASC-R</th>
<th>SPAI-C-P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPAI-C-P</td>
<td>$r = 0.305^a$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAS Shyness</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>$r = 0.573^b$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SASC-R is a children’s self-rating scale, while the other questionnaires are completed by parents. SASC-R, Social Anxiety Scale for Children-Revised; SPAI-C-P, Social Phobia and Anxiety Inventory for Children–Parent Report; EAS Shyness, Emotionality–Activity–Sociability–Shyness Temperament Survey for Children, Shyness subscale.

$a$Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed).

$b$Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).
We should also consider whether we may have failed to note an existing effect on social anxiety in parental ratings, thus committing a type II error (assuming that the null hypothesis is true when it is not). The high refusal rate in the DEX-treated group, which was most probably due to the fact that DEX treatment was not administered within the framework of a clinical study, may increase the risk of a type II error if children with most problem behaviours do not participate. The schematic analysis of the group that refused to participate versus the group that participated in the study did not show any significant differences between the groups, however. The second factor that may increase the risk of a type II error is the fact that more DEX-treated children lived in rural areas compared with controls and the prevalence of behavioural problems and mental disorders among children and adolescents has been reported to be similar in urban and rural areas (44) or even lower in rural areas (45, 46). This may, at least theoretically, have an impact on our results by ‘masking’ problems in the treated group. However, in a Swedish study (40), differences on CBCL scores relating to demographic and background variables such as gender, age, SES or living area (urban/rural) have been observed to be small and explain less than 4% of the variance. Furthermore, we had low statistical power in our analyses because only small effects were expected, while a small sample like ours has only reasonable power to detect a large effect (47). This is especially important when possible effects are measured using questionnaires, many of which are designed to capture clinical problems and may not be sensitive enough to identify subclinical effects. It is important to be aware of the fact that subclinical effects, though subtle, may lead to impairment in everyday life when the child encounters new or challenging tasks and situations. It should also be noted that non-parametric analyses have less statistical power than parametric ones. It may be argued that we could have used parametric Student’s t-test analyses for comparisons between groups, at least for variables that were not radically skewed (i.e. other than CBCL scales) as the sample size we had would produce a normal sampling distribution of the mean (39 p 170–179). We therefore re-analysed the data with a series of t-tests and obtained the same pattern of results (non-significant for all scales except the EAS Sociability scale; data not shown).

Taken together, the risk of a type II error was high in the current study. Hence, a lack of significant findings in this case cannot be used as proof that the treatment is safe. Nonetheless, our results indicate, as expected, that prenatal DEX treatment of CAH does not cause major behavioural problems or produce large effects, which we should have detected with the statistical power we had. Although based on a population of all cases treated in Sweden during a period of 10 years, the sample size was small. In a rare condition such as CAH, a very long time is needed to collect large samples. However, it is not satisfactory just to wait for the results of ongoing prospective studies (3), as it will take a long time before these results are available and meanwhile healthy siblings of children with CAH are exposed to DEX. Larger retrospective studies using multi-source assessment procedures are of great importance. Assuming that there would be several effects of the same size as the difference in sociability observed in this study (d = 0.55, approx.), a sample size of 52 (in each group) would provide us with a power of 0.80, i.e. a 20% chance of a type II error. In the future, the results from several studies can be combined and analysed by meta-analysis.

In conclusion, using parental ratings as an assessment method, prenatal DEX treatment of CAH does not seem to cause major behavioural problems or psychopathology. This result corresponds to the normal findings for all major cognitive measures such as IQ, learning and long-term memory (28). The clinical significance of increased sociability among DEX-treated children cannot be determined within the framework of this study. Additional studies on larger cohorts are essential to allow more decisive conclusions to be drawn concerning the safety of this controversial treatment, because even small effects may be of importance if they lead to impairment in the child’s everyday life. Until then, it is important that the parents are thoroughly informed about the benefits of the treatment for the CAH-affected girls, as well as possible negative effects and uncertainties. Prenatal DEX treatment of children at risk for CAH should only be carried out in centres where proper follow-up of treated cases can be achieved.
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